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AMENDMENTS TO THE I.T.O. DRAFT CHARTER
PROPOSED BY THE WORLD FEDERATION

OF TRADE UNIONS

ARTICLE 3.

We propose the addition of the following phrase at the end
of Article 3 :

"by the systematic application of a policy of full employment".

Our propossl is based on the following considerations:

We note, with disappointment, that the work of the New
York Draftin- Committee has been based only to a very slight
extent on the Report of the First Sussion of the Conference in
London.

The term "full employment" is used only once, incidentally,
in Article 4. In our opinion, it is far less important to
establish whether genuine full employment is really feasible than
to take a stand for or a-ainst a policy, the general implications
off which are well-known, and which is designed to achieve the
maximum development of productive resources while avoiding through
a rational policy of economic planning and redistribution of
purchasing power the otherwise inevitable crises. The W.F.T.U.
has defined a full employment policy capable of very wide
application and valid for all the nations whose workers it represents.

We are re-stating a thesis which we have put forward on mary
previous occasions. In some countries, the most advanced
economically, the crux of the problem is to guarantee regular
employment for the whole of the labour force. The pre-requi3ites
of this policy seam to be the restriction of working hours and a
simultaneous increase in the wages paid to workers.

A general policy of re-distributing purchasing power must
also be adopted, for without such a policy there cannot be a
stable and steady expansion and a more equitable distribution of
the national income. In other countries, sometimes called the
economically backward countries, the problem assumes a different
form. In such countrics it aay be impossible to regard the
position as satisfactory even though all the available resources
of manpower are fully ernployed. Indeed, if the protective
measures used are out of date, an abseilce of visible unemployment
can exist side by side with a very low level of national income
and wretched living conditions for the population as a whole.
In such countries, even in the absence of mrirked unemployment, there
is nevertheless latent or concealed unemployment against which
action must be taken. In such countries therefore a full employ-
ment policy consists in the maximum expansion of the national in-
come, the provision of modern equipment and at the same time the
effective employnient of manpower on this new basis. It is most
essential that such countries should be able progressively to
close the present gap between their economic development and that
of the countries most advanced economically. What is required
therefore is a complete reversal of the present tendency, for
during the last twenty years this gap h.as, on the contrary,
steadily tended to become wider.
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Lastly, there are countries whose potential.ecohomic
development is greatly in.excess of their reserves of manpower
and which cannot, therefore, employ their productive potential
ta the full without the introduction of foreign labour. The
ecor.omic development of such countries has, moreover, frequently
been-retarded - especially since the war and enemy occupation -
by a shortage of equipment and raw materials.

The aim of a full employment policy should, therefore,
be to place at their disposal greater resources of nianpower and
more up-to.-date equipment which, by enabling them to develop
their productive potential and expand their national income
will be a valuable contribution ta international trade.

A full employment policy of the kind I have described
therefore has very wide implications. In all countries it
implies a policy of increasing the national income and
redistributing purchasing power in favour of the working classes.
It also demands a redistribution of purchasing power between
the different countries of the world, rich and poor, vihich in
*turn requires a comprehensive system of international loans.

We have already asked whether our ideas correspond ta
those of the other '21embers of the Conferencb. We are putting
the same question again for it is our wish that che need for
the systematic application by all countries or a policy of full
employment.

We duly emphasised we would draw attention to the
resolution on employment and economic development adopted by
tne Econom!.c and Soci.al Council on 28 March 1947, which stresses
the need for action "ta maintain world full Eg&ployment and
economic stability'.

In our opinion, paragraph 2 of Article 3 should be
reworded as follows:

* memberss recognize that a distinction must be made between
action to promote full employment when unemployment or
und.er-employ:nent result from the lack of effective deniand,
and action which is appropriate when. as ih devastated
areas or undeveloped or under-developed` countries, the
obstacle is the deficiency of certain factors such as
equipment, fuel and raw materials which are necessary to
employ productively the aveilble zuply of labour.
Where this is the case, the regulAr excPMjnge of informa-
tion and views among Membars snall be suppiemnr.ted by
international action.'

Our amendment is designed to establish a ai.stirction
between countries able ta carry out a policy of full employment
through the use of their own resources, ..nd countries which must
for this purpose rely mainly on assistance frois abroad.

In the main, our amenrment merely reproduces cpat of the
Economic and Social Ccuncil's resolution or employment and
economic deve1opmnivc, cf 28 March 194j. (E/PC/T/56)
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ARTICLE 4

We propose the two following amendments to paragraph 2
of Article 4:

"(a) All the provisions of this Charter are to be
interpreted in the light or the necessity-of carrying
out a policy of full employment on the international
scale.

(b) In the choice of such measures each Member
shall seek to avoid creating balance-of.-payments
difficulties for other countries."

In our view, thase amendments are justified by the
following considerations:

(a) In accordance with the opinions which we have many
times expressed in the course of this Conference, the achieve-
ment of full employment must constitute the essential
objective or the I.T.O., an objective to which all others must
be subordinate.

(b) We prefer the text drawn up in London to the New
York wording. This second version might well give rise to
what, in our opinion, would be a dangerous interpretation.
It might induce the belief that States adhering to the I.T.O.
should adopt a very different policy towards Members from
that which they adopt towards non-Meembers. Further, the New
York text sees indirectly to take a definite stand on the
tenor oe Article 36, which has so far been kept out of the
discussion.

We believe that disequilibrium in the balance of payments,
even among non-Member states would be harmful to the
expansion of international trade.

Sooner or later, directly or indirectly, Membar countries
would feel the ill-effects of this disequilibrium. A definite
choice must be made between the concept of the universality oe
world trade which seemed to be that held by the promoters of
the Charter, and that of the partition or world trade which
would inevitably lead to a "bloc" policy.

ARTICLE 5

We propose that the present terms of Article 5 be
modified as follows:

"Members, recognising that all countries have a. common
interest in the maintenance of fair labour standards,
related to the productivity of each country, agree to
take whatever action may be useful and feasible:

(a) to eliminate sub-standard conditions of labour
in all sectors of Production;

(b) to improve la',cur conditions in proportion to the
national productivity of the country in question.
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"Members recognise that expansion of production shall in
no case involve a reduction in the wage-earners' share of the
total national income".

Wages in industries producing for export, and wages in
industries producing for the domestic market are closely inter-
dependent.

Members must be prevented from following a low wage policy
in any industry, for by so doing they are practising what is in
tact a social dumping. Naturally wages cannot be fixed at the
same level in all Member States; historic and economic factors
conditioning the national income., etc., must be taken into full
account, but there too it is essential to reverse the general
tendency and consider the relative importance Or the wage-earners'
share in the national income. Member States must avoid any
reduction in the wage-earners' share or the total real income.

ARTICLE 6, 6A and 7

We propose the following amendment to Article 6

"Members with a consistently adverse balance or payments
shall undertake to correct the maladjustment by appropriate action,

The main contribution to the re-adjustment shall, however,
be made by those countries whose consistently favourable balance
of payments exerts pressure on the economies of States with an
adverse balance.

States with a consistently favourable balance of payments
shall, within a reasonable period, take appropriate measures toi
correct the maladjustment."

We propose that this be followed by an Article 6 (a)
worded thus

"Recognising that it is more important and more.
efficacious to forestall a deflationary crisis than to restriot
its affects, Members shall undertake to prepare the necessary
machinery for this purpose and to set it in motion at the
appropriate time".

We propose the following amendment to Article 7

"Should a crisis nevertheless arise,. the Organizatin shall
prescribe discriminatory measures against the exports of countries
affected by the depression whose balance of payments is con-
sistently favourable. Countries affected by the crisis shall
take appropriate measures to endeavour to attain a true economic
adJustment."

It is difficult to elaborate an economic theory based on
the definition or fundamental disequilibrium in the balance of
payments advanced by the "CambridgeSchool". It is more useful
to define the relative importance or disequilibrium in the
balance of payments or difrerent-States where some small
countries have an adverse balance over a long period and soma
large States a consistently favourable-one. In such cases the
two categories or States injure each other and prevent the
expansion of international trade.
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But how is responsibility to be allocated as
between the different States? It depends on their'size
and relative power and on the specific importance of their.,
economy to world economy. In present circuxstanceà the
'excessive fàvourable balances of certain large countries
may be regarded as the trtin reason for the fundamental
disequilibrium of international trade. Correction of
this disequilibrium is now the pririary necessity.

The W.FT.U. groups the labour organizations of
countries with favourabla balances as woll as of those with
adverse balances and is guided solely by the logic of
impartial analysis.:

- -The appropriAte measures for correctizig a2fundrn.ont.l
disequilibrium in the balance of pyiz.onts are enuaerated in
the Report of thù Früparatory Coiniittue as follows:

"Th, stimulation of imports or the r;e.ov.a of special
oncouragemonts te exports,

"an appreciation Of the country's exchingo rte,
"an upw-ard revision oe its internal price and cost structure,
".an;incre1scG in fere±gn investirent etc.""

io would add te thase, and this is . point to which
we attach tho utmost iiAportanco, systematic application of
the policy of full employment, redistribution of income, and
increased purchasing power of the masses. This is'not.just
a slogan but a definite econoi.i^c policy. It is only by the
systematic application of such a policy th-t'the b;)llace of
payments can be.adjusted and u'deflationQry crisis. fxon over-
production prevented.

Vie boliovo, in spito of :-;ppeuruncos, that it is easier
to prevent an over-production crisis thJirn to have to overcome
it and restrict its ufft''cts. That is:why we stilil.regret thot
certain propos::ls of the Prepar~.tory Coxaitteo.vvere not
retained. Tho Preparatory Coemaittee propc-ed 'rthe.synohroni-
sation of credit policies se as te easa turïns of. borrowing
over a wide area in .tir.es oe general dcflationary pressure,
arranga7ients te promote stability in the inc ..e, and sa in
tho buying powtr, of producers of prir-ry products, the
timing of axpund!ture on intornati.cn.ll .capital projects and
the encouraLgearnt.cf ia flow of' capital in periods of world
deflationary pressure to tfïose co;ntri4eswhose btilancé of
payrnents neads tonporary support in order to.onabl6 them te
maintain their domtûstic policies for full :nd productive
employrm.Ott".

.,ie believe thut these proposals could be supplcDr-iontod
by preparing in adv-ince pl:-ns te be put into effect if i
depression thrcataned te spread froz: an important country te
other countries. àuch plans should preferably be financed
under guiranteu frori the MIer.bers of the Organiz:-tion.

This system would rnean adopting, on.-the international
.plane, thc domestic policy fallowei. by fitztes for securing
stability by h3stening the application of plans and developing
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new scharàus to prevent ui falling-off in demand. Countries with
.% strained bnl.nce of pay,:eants position, but hich are not
undeveloped countries a.nd merely naed foreign capital, would
thus be able to correct such i!nlâdjustr,ûnts, without resorting
to jieasures which right. endcXnger their iiiin prosperity or that
of other countries. Definite provisions shoulv7 be prepared and
incorporate6l in tha Charter.

These rules should ba c1esirsnud, in the event of an in-
creasod demand resulting from international investment to
direct a proportion of thc ordJ.ors to ,industrialised countries
with an adverse balance of payments, so as to enable them to
correct the def'ioit.

Countries suffering from a slur.ip rust pursue an active
policy ::inst de;nrssion. Tho 1929 crisis proved taat de-
pressions are not followed by automatic recovery. If a great
nation suffering from a slurmp insiste. on believing in economic
aut.omatisa -and allowed the slunip to continue, it would spread
across tha world a.nd the expected recovery would not take
place; hence the neo;tl frr active measures against depression,
the raOst striking example of which ivzs Prosidont Roosevalt's
New Deal.

The policy of full employ.nent Irovides the surest means
Or forestalling a crisis; wh 'ver zy have baen said on this
subject, it is only a police planned economy and purchasing
power that car put an end pDression. If ail these measures
were insufficient to prevent gpression front spreading, some
procedure should be established for multi-lateral action
against the exports of countries which, though not subject to
any strain in their balance of puy:aunts, suffered from de-
pression and fr±llin- prices. The unilateral action provided
for in Article 7 in roa:rd to sLfeguards fcr countriessubject
to external dalfatienery pressure, tk.en in conjunction with
Articles 34 and 35 regarding protective action and consult.tlon,
would, in genarâl, allow countries whose industry worked ex-
clusively for thi domestic market to be protected ...gainst
external pressure.

Such protection would be insufficient for the majority
of industri'lise countries whose exports had to compete
in other markets lth the eHergçncy dur.ping of countries
suffering from a depression. It would be insufficient because
othar countries migxt not wish, or might not even be in a
position, te apply Article 7. 'k:! therefore recomieond that
.the Organization itself should decide on general discrimina-
tion by ail Memnbers against the exports of -- country
suffering front a depression, but with a consistently favourable
balance of payments. In conclusion, wa revrert to the need, in
order to ensure economic stability, of increasing tho direct
or indirect sharc of the working :-asses in the national
income, increasad productivity being t..cen into account. In
this connection Soction B of Chapter 1, part 2 of the Rzport
and articlee 6 of the Draft Charter, are inadequate.
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CHAPTER 4:

Article 9:

We propose that the following sentence be added at the end
of this article; providedd it is accompanie(À by a clear-sighted
and rational economic and social policy".

The classico" colonial policy, uhile it brought technical
progrc:- to backward countries, usually led alo tc all kinds of
disturbances and even great puverty. Dislocation of their natural
economy and tf primitive institutions, when brought into contact
with oapitalist economy, is a very painful process. A clear-
sighted and rational economic and social policy is indispensable to
tide over the period of transition and to ensure that economic
development is accompanied by increased prosperity and well-being.
A policy of large-scale capital investment may greatly accelerate
economic evolution.

Care must, however, be taken to prevent such an investment
policy from becoming a menns of exerting pressure, either hn the
occupying country, or on the native population.

.Article 10:

After the word "productiyity" we ask that the words "and
employment" be inserted, since the twc terms are not synonymous.

Article 11:

Paragraphs 1 and 2 - Co-&peratimn by the World Federation of
Trade Unions, which unites 71 million workers, seems tu us
indispensable to the promotion of industrial end general economic
development. Apart from its moral authority, the W.F.T.U,
represents tha "labour" element withoit which any productive etfort
is impossible.

We therefore ask that after the words "inter-governmental
organizationss" te added the words, "l'nd the W.F.ToU."

Article 12:

Paragraph 1 - Wt ask that the wcr a"labeur" be added after
the words "managerial skill".

Paragraph 2 - We should like a definition oe the term
"unreasonable action". Is nationalization an unreesonable action?

We also request elucidation of Article 61, paragraph C. Are
elements "brought from one country to another", to hesve equel
treatment or special treatment? Does it mean equitable application
of the laws of the country or a special régime which would be a
preferential one?


